Bisley - Inspired design
Since launching the iconic MultiDrawer in 1958, Bisley has pioneered innovative
storage and furniture that meets the challenges of the time while also remaining
relevant, decade after decade. When it comes to creating working environments,
Bisley is the name people turn to for quality they can trust.

“

Our goal is
to create a forward
thinking and future
proofed office and our
new furniture is really
helping with the change
to mobile working.
Bisley has been very
professional throughout,
from advising which
products would be most
suitable to the slick
installations.
Harrow Council

Bisley provides practical and attractive furniture no office can function without

However, it’s not just our quality we’re confident with - we can also supply in
volume. We produce 15,000 items each week and in 2017 we delivered 99.1% of
products without damage or fault. This is a result of our desire to be dependable
and to build enduring relationships not just with customers but also our suppliers.

In our most recent
consumer survey, 92%
of our customers rated
Bisley’s service excellent
or above average

Our storage options can adapt to fit any organisation’s needs

www.bisley.com/publicsector

Our aim is to keep creating products that are as attractive as they are useful.
We are known as Europe’s leading manufacturer of steel storage, however
through our dedicated in-house design and manufacturing facilities we also
produce and supply a wide range of office products - MFC desking, seating, steel/
wooden storage, accessories and accommodation furniture. This allows us to
combine the strength and durability of steel with the pleasing aesthetic qualities
across a wide range of modern wood & fabric based finishes.



LOT 1
GPU Hub Programme



LOT 2
Office Furniture



LOT 3
Residential Furniture



LOT 4
High Density Steel Storage



LOT 5
Repair and Renovation

Creating collaborative spaces that naturally bring people together
Our intention is to always make the right choices for the environment. For
example, in order to make our production process as efficient as possible we
have adopted Lean principles in our factories - resulting in less waste, less energy
consumption and less impact on the environment. Our primary raw material, steel,
is durable so has a long life span, and on average, 56% of the content of the steel
in the European market is recycled. Plus, steel is up to 100% recyclable and it
doesn’t lose quality if repeatedly recycled.

MANUFACTURING
IN THE UK

COLLABORATING
WITH YOU

ACCELERATING
AGILE WORKING
Classrooms, cafeterias, university digs or residential accommodation – we manufacture
and install furniture that meets unique requirements

Bisley’s products enhance workspaces by providing intelligent, useful and often
bespoke storage solutions which create organised environments. Whether that
means furniture for focused and individual working, or adaptable pieces for agile
or collaborative spaces, meeting rooms or break-out areas, our extensive portfolio
helps people be comfortable and effective, wherever they are working.
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FIND OUT MORE
Call: + 44(0) 203 784 2110
Email: salessupport@bisley.com
Website: www.bisley.com
Youtube: Search ‘only one Bisley’

www.bisley.com/publicsector

